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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
Ms. Alisa Sisic and Mr. Tim Geary
Bradley International Airport
Schoephoester Road
Windsor Locks, CT 06096
Dear Ms. Sisic and Mr. Geary,
Our team of highly driven students in Dr. Place’s Public Relations Campaigns class has
completed this campaign for your use. The attached plan covers the necessary steps to
reach your travelers and increase awareness and positive sentiment amongst them.
Included is detailed research and analysis of your organization, publics and media
coverage. We developed specific objectives, strategies and tactics to target each
audience and in turn contribute to the overall goal of the campaign.
With this campaign, we hope to build a mutually beneficial relationships for all parties
involved and grow the Bradley International Airport brand. We hope you enjoy our
suggestions and find our research to be of use to your team.
As always, thank you for the opportunity to work with you and for entrusting us with
your brand. Please do not hesitate to contact us at anna.buonomo@qu.edu,
kelsey.bross@qu.edu, Chase.Kosinski@quinnipiac.edu or
@Margaret.Kempf@quinnipiac.edu with any questions.
We hope you and your family remain safe and healthy during this time.
Sincerely,
Anna Buonomo
Kelsey Bross
Chase Kosinski
Maggie Kempf
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our campaign is centered on the goal of increasing positive sentiment and awareness
among travelers. The research conducted and applied objectives work together
seamlessly and are focused on the overall goal. It is our hope that our tactics will
encourage flyers to choose Bradley Airport time and time again.
With this in mind, we decided to center the campaign around the slogan “Make Bradley
Your Home Base.” Through a variety of events, social campaigns and other initiatives,
this idea will be branded across all promotional elements. On social media specifically,
users will be encouraged to share the #ChooseBradley to explain why they choose to fly
out of Bradley International Airport. This will organize all of the positive experiences
flyers have had when they‘ve selected Bradley as their airport of choice. As past flyers
reflect on their positive experiences and potential flyers acknowledge the affirmative
comments, all of Bradley’s strengths will become evident.
In conducting our S.W.O.T. and P.E.S.T. analyses, we analyzed the organization and its
outside factors. The most valuable strengths we focused on were Bradley’s size and
efficiency and that nine major airlines fly in and out of the airport. As for the threats and
weaknesses, we transformed our findings into opportunities that we then applied
towards the objectives. Our analysis of the media helped us grasp a sense of public
opinion to apply towards the problem and opportunity statement. All the research we
conducted was collected to form effective objectives and strategies for the campaign.
Our objectives were crafted to meet the overall needs of the airport: increase Bradley
Airport brand awareness and ticket sales by 15% by the year 2021.and increase social
media presence by 15% by the year 2021. These broad objectives are brought to life with
detailed strategies and tactics. Our ideas span from organizing Bradley Airport sponsored
events to increasing social media engagement. Each tactic focuses on the primary and
secondary publics of the campaign: business travelers, families, college students and
local businesses. In increasing sales, building upon the offerings for flyers and increasing
social media presence, flyers will have more positive awareness of Bradley International
Airport.
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INTRODUCTION
Bradley Airport is located in Windsor Locks, Connecticut and is owned and
operated by the Connecticut Airport Authority (CAA). The second largest airport
in New England is located halfway between Hartford and Springfield, used by
nine major airlines and has a customer base that covers the entire Northeast.
The history of Bradley begins in 1941 when it was first used as a military air base.
As the years went on, people started to realize the benefits of its proximity to
Boston and New York and conversations arose on turning Bradley into a
commercial airport. Eventually, a small terminal opened in 1952 that provided
regional air service and by the end of the 1950s, the first of several expansions
was completed. Hotel accommodations and increases in traffic and parking
grew, resulting in the airport’s most recent renovation in 2019, Reimagine
Bradley.
In 2011, Bradley International Airport was bought by the Connecticut Airport
Authority. The Connecticut Airport Authority (CAA) was established as a quasipublic agency to own, improve, and operate Bradley International Airport and
the five state-owned general aviation airports (Danielson, Groton-New London,
Hartford-Brainard, Waterbury-Oxford, and Windham). The CAA strives to
provide top-of-the-line facilities for its customers, “while making Connecticut’s
airports more attractive to new airlines, establishing new routes, and supporting
Connecticut’s overall economic development and growth strategy,” (About the
CAA, 2020). The CAA’s involvement with local airports adds crucial components
to the states transportation system which provides opportunities for regional
businesses.
The growth of the airport is a result of its care and focus on customer service,
encouraging flyers to “Love the Journey.” Part of a customer’s journey is their
experience before they fly. Bradley offers several amenities that help make the
journey something customers love: accessible parking, duty free shopping and
TSA PreCheck. Everything the airport does is centered on making its flyers
comfortable.
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SECONDARY RESEARCH
S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS
By analyzing Bradley Airport, a list of strengths and weaknesses were determined, as well as possible
threats the organization may face with other competitors in the New England area. There are also potential
steps Bradley Airport can take to capitalize on to turn the threats towards the airports into opportunities.

Strengths
Small
More efficient/ quick because of size and location
Good parking
Nine major airlines fly out of Bradley
Proximity to major cities
Website is current
Reimagine Bradley
Bradley Airport possesses many strengths as an organizational culture. While Bradley is the second largest
airport in New England, it is known as a quick, efficient option compared to its competitors. When flyers arrive at
the airport, they are exposed to several parking options that allow for a quick drop off/ arrival time, as all
terminals are within walking distance. Parking is reasonably priced and there are ways to earn free parking. A “cell
phone parking lot” is designated for those who need to stop driving and call the party they are picking up. Upon
entry into the airport, there are large screens displaying departure and arrival times as well as easy ticketing
access. And the use of TSA PreCheck allows customers to quickly go through the security process in time for
their departure.
The airport has nine major airlines flying out of the facilities. This gives customers several options to choose from
when decided to fly out of Bradley. Each airline is then assigned a designated gate that can be easily located once
inside. The airlines are as follows: Aer Lingus, Air Canada, American Airlines, Delta, Frontier Airlines, JetBlue,
Southwest Airlines, Spirit and United Airlines. The Airport has also launched the Reimagine Bradley campaign,
aligning with the recent updates happening to the airport. This ambitious plan was launched to transform and
grow the Bradley, to make it the airport of choice in the region. The plan includes, an on-site transportation
center, indoor pet relief area, baggage claim makeover, upgrades to concessions and upgraded restrooms.
Bradley Airport’s prime location makes it an incredibly attractive option. Centrally located in Connecticut, it is in
approximate equidistance to the major cities of New York and Boston. It is also located in a more rural area,
which means there is less traffic and congestion in the surrounding area. This reduces wait times and adds
efficiency and speed to each traveler's experience. Because of the lack of congestion, fliers may find themselves
with access to more affordable hotels for families and business travelers who may need to stay near the airport.
The airport’s website is also a strength. It is clean, well organized and easy to read. The main page hosts a list of
all the current flights and departures and statuses of flights from the past few hours. It clearly separates each
category that customers may need to access; parking information is placed in a different area than shopping
information. Contact information is also clearly stated for general information and specific departments as well.
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Weaknesses

Lack of social media presence - post specifics, no effort in expanding, no interaction with users
Security
Rural location
Less flight options

With many positives to touch upon, we also need to look at aspects that can be seen as
weaknesses for the Bradley Airport. Something people often fail to consider is that airports have
their own identity. When booking your flight, you often think about what airline will have the best
service or pricing. It is hard to create a separate identity for Bradley Airport, especially when most
people focus primarily on what airline they will be taking. Going off of this, there is a lack of
presence on social media, which makes it hard for the consumers to interact with the company.
On social media, Bradley fails to engage with their audience further than just posting. The website
also lacks luster and can be more interactive. People often struggle to identify Bradley and it is
often overlooked by the public.
One of the most important issues to consider during this analysis is safety. In the past, there has
been an incident that has tainted the public’s view of the airport. In this country’s environment,
safety remains as a consumer’s top priority. In Bradley’s case, one incident where the safety of
customers were at risk is a real weakness. For the most part, Bradley does a good job of staying
out of the news, but when attention is drawn to this airport, it’s usually because something bad
happened. One of the falls of Bradley is the amount of incidents that get reported with guns. Not
only was there the situation this past August that dealt with a man with a loaded gun, there are
many instances reported throughout the year of people attempting to get through security with
weapons. A simple search of “Bradley International Airport, gun” into google and users can find
five seperate incidents just on the first page. In the world we live in today, it is an extremely
unnerving topic to the public.
Bradley’s location is not exactly ideal, since it is in the middle of a generally rural area of
Connecticut and there are a variety of other airport options for them to use. It may be a hassle for
someone who lives in New Haven, without a car, to get to Bradley without it being too expensive.
The location is a weakness, but mostly because people are unaware that it exists.
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Opportunities

Expand on social media
YouTube videos
Expand the amount of food services offered
Possible partnerships with local businesses (casinos, restaurants, hotels, bars)
Bundles, deals
College partnerships (teams, student discounts)
Shuttles that stop at colleges
Promote positives of small airport
Expand on the dog program
Add a personal connection
Make one time travelers want to come back -- give incentives

The biggest opportunity Bradley has is through expanding its audiences through social media
and partnerships with local businesses. Partnerships and social media partnerships are an
effective marketing tool that Bradley has yet to utilize. Bradley has expressed its desire to expand
into the Youtube and this can be a great opportunity for them. A great way to do this is to have
certain travelers, make vlog-like content while they are there and offer them a perk or reward for
doing so. Another way to do this is a partnership with well-known Youtubers who are big on
traveling. Some ideas for achieving this are offering them free flights or paid compensation in turn
for making a video regarding the airport. This could not only help their Youtube presence but
their social media presence in general.

Another way for Bradley to expand its audience is to tap into the college market. There
are many colleges surrounding Bradley and they can be utilized to not only gain more
flyers but for promotional purposes. A big struggle for college students flying is
transportation to the airport. To gain the college audience, the airport can offer shuttles
that go to and from the airport and the colleges and offer student flyer discounts. This
audience can also be used for promotional purposes by utilizing big and well known
athletic teams at certain colleges. For example, the University of Connecticut basketball
teams have a large following. If they promote that they fly with Bradley, the airport could
gain a lot of exposure.
Compared to competitors Bradley is smaller in size. Although this seems like a negative
thing it is not. Due to Bradleys smaller size it is easier to regulate safety precautions in
order to ensure that travelers feel comfortable navigating their way through the airport.
As a result of Bradleys size they are able to offer flyers fun interactive experiences, for
example the dog program Bradley currently offers. Expanding on the dog program would
be a great opportunity for Bradley because it would help give them a more clear identity
and separate them from competitors.
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Bradley also expressed wanting to increase its target audience to incorporate more
demographics such as leisure travelers. In order for Bradley to be attractive to various types of
travelers, it should promote more than just flying, but local activities that customers may have
access to as well. It is suggested that they do this through partnerships with businesses such as
casinos, bars, restaurants, and hotels. In addition, Bradley could offer bundles/deals at events
specifically for sponsored companies. For example, set up happy hour events at nearby
restaurants or bars that have drink and food specials exclusively for Bradley flyers. Another idea
is to give them vouchers and free shuttle rides to the casino. Overall, creating more
opportunities and incentives for this audience will encourage them to choose the airport more
frequently.
Those are all the major ways Bradley can expand on its opportunities but it all must be backed up
with positives about the airport. The following are great ideas to use in order to create positive
incentives about the airport.
Promote safety precautions
Promote positives of small airport- faster and more time efficient
Emphasize how the airport listen to its customers needs
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Threats

Competition
Location
Minimal security
No individuality
Lack of control over airline image
Coronavirus

Despite Bradley's efficient ability to move flyers through the airport quickly, it has steep
competition in close proximity. There are nearly ten airports in the New England and New
York area. This may result in Bradley not always being the first airport that comes to mind
for frequent flyers. People who reside in Connecticut have many options when choosing
an airport to fly out of. Most immediately go to JFK, Laguardia or Logan Airport in Boston.
This could be for a number of reasons. They could assume those airports will have a larger
selection of flights or their companies may book them flights out of the major airports. It is
also hard to compete with other airports within Connecticut, such as Hartford. It will be
important to make people aware that Bradley has the amenities to compete with other
local airports.
Although Bradley’s locations gives them certain benefits, such as good parking and limited
traffic, it’s more rural area provides threats as well. Bradley is farther away from highly
populated big cities, resulting in competition. In addition, because of Bradley’s smaller
size and rural location, it has a lesser security presence at the airport. This is considered a
threat because flyers may consider this and choose a more heavily secured airport in
replacement of Bradley.
Airports struggle separating themselves from the airlines affiliated with flying out of the
airport. And Bradly is no exception. The airport does not have a personal image that
consumers can relate to when they think of Bradley. Bradley also has a lack of control over
the image of the airlines that are flying out of the airport. This is considered a threat
because a negative image of an airline that flies out of Bradley, can also reflect poorly on
Bradley, even though it is not affiliated.
The recent spread of the Coronavirus has consumers scared to expose themselves in
international airports. As a result a decline in the amount of people that have been flying
has dropped dramatically. This is a threat for Bradley because it is losing business
regularly.
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P.E.S.T. ANALYSIS
A P.E.S.T. analysis examines how external factors can affect a business. The following research considers the
political, environmental, social and technological factors surrounding the airport.

Political

CAA guidelines
Key decision makers in government (CT officials)

The Connecticut Airport Authority or The CAA, sets the guidelines and rules Bradley must listen to as it is owned
by them. The CAA was established in 2011 with a goal of developing, improving and operating Bradly and
Connecticut's five other airports (About the CAA, 2020). Specifically, the CAA wants to attract more airlines and
routes to new destinations, gain more customers and new companies. The CAA is made up of a Board of
Directors which consists of eleven people who have a wide range of experience in aviation related or other
industries and government. The CAA is always proactively working on enhancing customer service and
satisfaction. The CAA also aims to ensure the compliance of Bradley Airport with federal and state guidelines and
regulations (About the CAA, 2020). In other words, they are the key decision makers for Bradley Airport. This
Board is composed of regional leaders in transportation, aviation, business, law, politics, economic
development, and other areas of industry (Board of Directors, 2020). Refer to the appendix for a full list of the
CAA's duties and jobs, as well as a list of the CAA Board of Directors.
Along with federal guidelines, Bradley Airport must also comply with state regulations which are made through
The Office of Secretary of State (Other Agency Services, 2020) They create and control guidelines for the
following items:
Airport Registration
Airmen’s Licenses
Airports licenses and safety
General Flight Regulations
Parachute Jumps
Parachute Equipment
Use of State Airports
Regulations to Improve and Expand
Safety and Security Measures at Bradley Airport
The following individuals can play a role in the decisions that affect the airport and its surrounding area.

Connecticut State Officials

Governor Ned Lamont and The Office of the Governor
(About Governor Ned Lamont, 2019)
Lt. Governor Susan Bysie
(About Lt. Governor Susan Bysiewicz, 2019)
The Secretary of State Denise Merrill and The Office of the Secretary of State
(The Biography of Denise Merrill, 2020)
Treasurer Shawn T. Wooden and The Office of the Treasurer
(About the Treasury Overview, 2020)
Kevin Lembo and The Office of the State Comptroller
(About the Office, 2020)
William Tong and The Office of the Attorney General
(Attorney General WIlliam Togn Biography, 2020)
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Windsor Locks Officials

For a full town employee directory, refer to the Appendix (Town Employee Directory, 2020).
Donald S. Trinks - Mayor
Christopher Kervick, First Selectman, Paul M. Harrington, Selectman

Capital Region Council of Governments (CRCOG)

CRCOG is a voluntary Council of Governments formed to initiate and implement regional programs of benefit
to the towns and the region (About CRCOG, 2020).

The Bradley Regional Chamber of Commerce

This organization promotes the economic, industrial and professional needs of the Windsor Locks and East
Granby business community (About, 2020). Gina Maria Alimberti- Executive Director

Economic

Price vs. experience
COVID-19 effects

In today’s competitive airport market, it is important to see the economic threats to Bradley. The
surrounding airports such as JFK and Boston all have similar options ticket pricing and flight wise.
While Bradley has little to do with ticket pricing (based on airlines), it is still important to keep in mind.
Since Bradley is unable to control pricing, it is important that they focus on the experience that they
can offer customers.
In a study entitled “From Passengers to Airport Customers - How Should Airports Relate to Their
Target Groups?”, it is found that airports have evolved from a “public utility to a commercially
oriented business” (Gheorghe, Sebea, and Stoenescu). This has put a bigger emphasis on customer
relations. Now, airports put more money into non-aeronautical businesses. The more that a customer
has access to in an airport, the more likely they are to spend money. This study has also found that
82% of passengers find functionality to be the most important part of the airport’s design. So, this
comes before the services and business available. Above all, customers want a good transit
experience.
Something else that they have to consider is supplies such as aircrafts and machinery. In a MassLive
article, Kevin Dillion, who is the CEO of the CAA (Connecticut Air Authority) stated that they also
compete with airports for things such as airplanes themselves. These things cost money and are often
based on demand, and since people are flocking to other airports, it can prove difficult to obtain
technology. Bradley will have to consider that they are a smaller airport and they may not have access
to as much technology as others in the area such as Boston Logan Airport.
With the effects of COVID-19 being felt all around the world, airports and airlines are being hit
extremely hard. With stay-at-home orders cancelling vacations and business travel, airports are
empty. Statistics show that airlines and airports will lose approximately $314 billion dollars in the year
2020 due to the coronavirus (Statistica, 2020). This is obviously a huge loss for Bradley, but these are
factors that are completely out of the airport's control.
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Social

How are they perceived in the public?
How are they perceived in the media?

Bradley has been very positively perceived by the public. People associate Bradley Airport with
efficient and easy. In 2018, Bradley was voted the third best airport in America. In 2019, it was voted
the fifth best airport in America, according to the Conde Nast Traveler 2019 Readers’ Choice
Awards. From both awards, it earned praise for being a more relaxed option compared to airports in
New York and Boston. And while it is more relaxed, it still offers the same amenities that its
competitors are offering such as international flights, good dining options, great parking and variety.
As explored in media coverage perception of Bradley Airport, people positively interact with the
airport on social media. Allowing their following is not large, those who do comment and like their
posts leave positive messages encouraging the experience Bradley provides.

Technological

What platforms reach which audiences
Flight tracker
How they distribute tickets
Website software/systems

As a fully functioning airport, Bradley's technology advances are extensive. However its website
and social platforms do not highlight those strengths. Although Bradley has all the necessary
information a consumer may need on its website it is not easy to navigate. In addition, Bradley does
not currently take advantage of its technological outreach. Through the use of technology, Bradley
is able to use social platforms to inform consumers about things going on within the company and
address any concerns the public may have. By highlighting more of the airport's technological
strengths on media platforms, Bradley can increase its consumer awareness. Bradley Airport’s flight
tracking technologies are constantly staying up to date in order to give travelers the best flying
experience. Bradley stated that they have recently, “Implemented HD flat panels to better display
arrival and departure information. Plans are underway to upgrade outdoor signage and introduce
digital signage in the future, so you can get the info you need at an easy glance” (Love the Journey
Blog, 2020). Because of updated technology, travelers are more inclined to choose Bradley over
competitors. Although this technology is beneficial for the company to have, it often gets
overlooked due to the text heavy design of the Bradley website. Despite advancements in
technology Bradley's website is still stuck in the past. Studies show that consumers don't like
websites that are very text heavy because they find them confusing and hard to navigate.
Unfortunately , Bradley Airports' website is just that. Promoting the resources the airport already has
and updating the website would be extremely beneficial to attract consumers.
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ANALYSIS OF MEDIA COVERAGE/PR AUDIT
How is the coverage in terms of tone? Is the coverage positive, neutral, or
negative in tone?
What are some key phrases or words that are in the coverage or messaging?

Social

Bradley International Airport is present on all frequently used social media platforms such as,
Instagram, Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. When analyzing these accounts, it can be
determined that Bradley lacks individuality within its posts, mainly posting only on big
holidays. This is a missed opportunity for Bradley because the airport should be using its
social media presence to distinguish themselves from competitors.
When analyzing the social media platform Instagram, it is apparent that Bradley does not have
many followers, 296 to be exact. Although this number is lower than desired, the consumers
that do follow Bradley airport are very active, frequently engaging with the Bradley
International Airport page. Bradley’s Instagram engagement rate is 14.50% and they get an
average of 48 likes on their posts. In addition, all the comments the page receives are positive
such as, “@bradleyinternationalairport Last weekend I stopped by the airport and watched
the planes land and takeoff. How amazing. You guys are doing amazing with this airport and I
love it all. Keep up the great work!” (bryce_edlund_2018). The positive feedback is not limited
only to Instagram, Bradley’s Facebook page, with a following of 13,614, is also filled with
positive engagement from consumers. In addition to posting regularly, Bradley’s Facebook
page is a good resource for consumers to go to find important links they can use.
Bradley International Airport does have a YouTube page with 97 subscribers, however, it is
challenging to find and does not have many videos. When a consumer first types in Bradley
Airport into YouTube, one of the first things that pops up is a plane crash. This is a major
deterrent for customers and does not encourage flyers to choose Bradley for their next flight.
These negative videos do not portray Bradley in a positive light. In addition, they have not
respond to any of the videos, either in the comments or on their own personal page. This
lack of communication makes Bradley look detached from its social media pages and can be
improved upon.
Although Bradley’s overall social media presence is positive, there is room for improvement.
Bradley needs to take advantage of its social media pages and use them to separate
themselves from other airports. In addition, Bradley needs to stay more on top of videos and
images that are portraying the airport in a negative light.
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Print

After analyzing numerous articles from a variety of sites, it's concluded that Bradley
only gets coverage if a newsworthy event has taken place. For example, last month,
Bradley received news coverage when the airport decided not to change its name.
Most of the articles can be seen as negative, since a number of them expressed
negative feedback from the public and important people. For instance, in an article
written by NBC Connecticut, they stated, “Tony Sheridan, the board’s chairman,
expressed disappointment. He wants the airport in Windsor Locks to be known as
Connecticut International because that ‘provides Connecticut with an identity
worldwide,’” (NBC Connecticut, 2020). Most of the stories regarding the name change
say similar things. Another time that Bradley received coverage was with the
Coronavirus outbreak. Airports around the world were put in the spotlight, as the
public wanted to know their procedures regarding screening and preventing the spread
of the illness. An article written by the CT Post discussed the reasons Bradley is not
screening for the illness and gives information about cases in the New England area.
This article was informative and neutral. The public may react how they want, and may
still avoid the airport because of the mania surrounding the virus.
Some articles regarding the crash that occurred in 2019 surfaced, but none were
necessarily negative. It was a tragic accident that had nothing to do with the service of
the airport or any commercial airlines. Most were breaking news articles or follow-ups
that addressed new details.
There were a few positive articles that discussed the growing number of customers at
the airport. A MassLive article stated, “Bradley International Airport drew about 7
million passengers in 2019, besting its 2018 mark of 6.7 million by more than 2%”
(MassLive, 2020). This touches upon the growing changes inside the airport and
generally is a great piece for the airport.
A notable consideration is that most of the stories don't have much meat to them; they
were mostly short and straightforward. Most of them read like announcements they
feed readers information and don’t go into much detail regarding the airport.
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TV/Radio
All the TV coverage that Bradley gets comes from news channels. Similarly to the coverage the
airport receives in print news, TV coverage consistst of short segments that don't have much meat
to them. These segments don’t include opinion, rather just talk about what is going on and talk to
important people involved. Most of Bradley’s TV coverage comes from weather and traveling
conditions or about airlines that fly out of Bradley. The most news channel coverage Bradley has
received was regarding the plane crash that occurred in October 2019. Several news outlets
reported on this and some even had live coverage which lasted a few hours. All the coverage had
no opinions, but included what was going on and talking to witnesses. In response, Bradley had a
press conference the same day with the Executive of The CAA, Governor and Commissioner
which was live streamed on many news outlets. They offered their condolences, resources for
people affected, and gave facts about what happened. At the end of the press conference, several
people asked questions regarding what happened and how it happened. The airport also got
received TV news coverage when it launched the Bradley’s Buddies Therapy Dog Program last
year.
Combining TV and radio, Bradley’s “Love the Journey” campaign was launched in 2016, and most
of the budget was allocated to advertisements on the radio and TV. Most of this campaign was
aimed at business and leisure travelers in the Fairfield, New Haven, and New London area. Most of
the radio ads were run through stations in these areas. Another radio source that includes Bradley
is an online radio source called Live Air Traffic Control (ATC) that can also be streamed on your
phone. Live ATC allows users to listen to a live feed of Air Traffic Control Communications from
over 2,2250 locations, including Bradley. Overall, Bradley doesn’t have much of a presence on the
radio.
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COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
LaGuardia Airport
LaGuardia Airport is a part of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey which oversees the air, rail, land,
and sea transportations in those regions. They are one of five airports under the PANYNJ including JFK,
Newark, Stewart, and Teterboro (“About the Port Authority,” n.d.). The airport is located in Queens, New York
and has two runways and four terminals.
LaGuardia communicates with their publics through a few social media platforms. Thelinks to their Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram pages are visible on their homepage. The airport, along with the PANYNJ, also has a
blog to update their target publics with news about the organization and their facilities (“Official Blog of the
Port Authority of NY & NJ,” n.d.). The PANYNJ also has a service that allows their publics to subscribe to
receive alerts about the facilities they’re traveling to or from (“Important Alerts & Advisories,” n.d.).
Since LaGuardia is overseen by the PANYNJ, it shares their mission statement of “Moving the Region and
Building 21st Infrastructure” (“About the Port Authority”, n.d.). Both LaGuardia and the PANYNJ believe that
world-class infrastructure is important for economic growth. This means that they highly value the
technology associated with transportation and implies that they are always looking to improve and upgrade to
meet the needs of newer generations.
Under their mission statement, PANYNJ also lists six priorities that the organization focuses on to further their
mission. This includes: maintaining the highest levels of security and safety, ensuring high quality
implementation of projects in their capital construction plan, improving customer experience, ensuring
operational excellence, increasing the agency’s focus on sustainability and environmental protection, and
retaining, growing, and attracting top talent as an employer of choice. These priorities create the image that
the organization is transparent with their customers and will always have their needs and safety in mind. It also
assures their customers that their employees are the best of the best while at the same time implying that they
are the best employers that you would want to work for. The additional criteria listed for the ideal PANYNJ
employee further emphasizes the high quality of their employees.
One of the communication strategies that LaGuardia employs to further its cause is Social Media Engagement.
They use this strategy to connect with their publics and keep them updated on everything that happens in
their facilities on a daily basis. LaGuardia, along with the other facilities under the PANYNJ, are active on social
media. They are especially active on Twitter and Facebook (“Social Media,” n.d.).
Another strategy that both PANYNJ and LaGuardia utilize is Transparent Communication with their publics.
They make information about the inner workings of both the airport and the organization as a whole available
to the general public (“Transparency,” n.d.). The materials available range from recordings of board meetings
to hostings of public hearings.
PANYNJ and specifically LaGuardia airport furthers their mission to improve and upgrade their facilities for the
21st century by using technology that caters to Audience Interest. On their website, they offer a way to
digitally track your flight in addition to live updates on parking availability and wait times within the terminal
(“Flight Tracker,” n.d.). Not only does this strategy stay true to their mission statement, but it also satisfies the
needs of customers in an age where everything is becoming digital.
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As far as social media engagement tactics, LaGuardia is implementing the hashtag #LGAmissesyou. This
encourages passengers to share their past experiences traveling with LGA. This is a good way to connect with
passengers even though travel has been greatly restricted during this time.
All press releases and meeting materials that are related to LaGuardia airport are available for public viewing on
PANYNJ’s website (Press Room, 2020). Here, you can find all announcements. This communication with the
public is especially important during this time. COVID-19 is making it extremely important for the public to stay
updated. Any time there is a policy change or an update to travel restrictions, PANYNJ puts it on this site for the
public to see. They then take to social media to alert people of the change.
Something that they are doing fairly well, especially during this national emergency, is communicating and
interacting on social media. Specifically, on Twitter, they have been reaching out to customers, as well as
retweeting and sharing information from places like NY & NJ Port Authority and CAO NJ. LaGuardia has a website
that is clunky and outdated. This seems to fall as one of their biggest weaknesses. It is confusing and hard to
navigate, making the user unlikely to stay on very long.
Going further, LaGuardia could find better ways to use their website. Instead of it being all jumbled on their
homepage, they could organize their tabs better. Another thing that they should do is link press releases that
come from the NY and NJ Port Authority. That way, customers can find all the information in one place.
LaGuardia can also do a better job of connecting their social media with their website. I could not find their
accounts anywhere on their website, so I had to go out of my way to search for them on Twitter, Facebook and
Instagram. These are more frequently updated than their website, so they should make sure their feeds are
visible. By attaching their socials via an RSS feed on their website, visitors can immediately find them on social
media.

Boston Logan Airport
Bradley International Airport lies at the epicenter of New England. The New England area is filled with several
airports that pose as competition to Bradley. Boston Logan International Airport is one of its largest competitors
as it lies in the center of Boston, a city with more than half a million residents and ample traffic. Since 1923,
Boston Logan has been classified as one of the nation’s busiest airports; more than 40 airlines fly nonstop to
more than 100 domestic and international destinations; tens of millions of passengers fly through Boston Logan
every year. The 17,000 employees in the airport work to ensure a safe, secure and environmentally friendly
atmosphere. The airports’ main target public is its flyers. To accommodate them in the best way possible, the
airport features various amenities so their flyers can be as comfortable as possible. Inside Boston Logan, there
are art exhibits, children’s play areas, and a spa as well as a 9/11 memorial and a non-denominational chapel.
Flyers have access to over 50 food options, over 45 shops and over 20 services to provide for an enjoyable
airport experience. Boston Logan’s main source of communication with its publics is through its website
massport.com. Flight updates, relevant news and contact information is posted here as the main flow of
communication. The airport also utilizes Facebook and Twitter to communicate updates and important
information to the public.
While Bradley International Airport craft’s its identity with the phrase, “Love the Journey,” Boston Logan doesn’t
seem to have one slogan that spans across each platform. One phrase is on the website, though, saying, “A
world class airport reflects a world class region.” As mentioned before, the most utilized tools by Boston Logan
seem to be through its Twitter page and website.
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Currently, the Twitter page is being used to update the public on coronavirus information, driving users to the
website. It is also being used to spread positivity surrounding healthcare workers and those who are working
on the front lines of the virus. The website has clear categories of information for the different types of
travelers “media, business and financial opportunities,” where it can post information that is clear and
effective.
Logan Airport tries to be 100% transparent with their customers. They employ multiple different strategies
and tactics to get messaging out to their customers. As for strategies, the airport tries to ensure their
messaging follows their mission / slogan of having a world class experience. Logan also has a strategy to build
social media engagement with its followers. Another major strategy Logan has recently been trying to convey
is due to the Covid-19 response. We believe their strategy is to communicate with all travelers and team
members openly and honestly. They also are trying to continue to run operations in a safe way for travelers.
Logan Airport utilized many different tactics in order to spread their messages. Logan in the past utilized
hashtags in order to build a relationship with their customers. On their Instagram account they encourages
pawssangers to use the hashtag #sendittologan. Travelers shared photos for a chance to be reposted on
Instagram. They are also extremely active on Twitter where they are engaging and updating customers on all
things Logan Airport. Due to the Coronavirus, they have had a shift in content. Their content is aimed to share
vital information as well as the safety measures being taken at the Airport. Another tactic they use is more
traditional media. They have multiple banners and billboards throughout the city.
Logan airport has a solid public relations reputation and even has a media relations team that has their contact
information listed on the website. This office is open five days a week and offers assistance to whatever
journalists are covering, especially when it comes to transportation, aviation, maritime, and real estate
development. Logan airport’s website is fairly easy to navigate through and provides a variety of different
options for travelers to explore or eat in the airport as stated in the earlier examples. According to their
website, Logan reaches more than 36 million domestic and international customers annually and has a strong
advertising team.
The airport teamed up with advertising agency JCDecaux with a selection of marketing and advertising
strategies such as billboards, banners, digital spectaculars, exhibits, exteriors, prestige digital units, wraps, and
transportation advertising. The airport also has an instagram page where fliers can tag their photos with the
#sendittologan hashtag and have a chance to be featured. Although this may not be run by them, they do have
a fairly strong presence on Twitter with 50 thousand followers. The airport also has a very strong presence on
Facebook with hundreds of thousands of followers where they post pictures, videos, and more. Something
that they could improve is creating an Instagram following. This is where they could post flight deals, news,
and more for millenials and younger generation travelers because of the enormous popularity of Instagram.
This is where a lot of millenials get their information and it could be easier for them to get updates from the
Instagram page rather than the website. Logan could also create promoted or sponsored advertisements for
deals that could draw the attention of younger travelers. Overall, Logan has a great brand identity and they do
a very good job of drawing in customers and advertising the airport, as shown through their constant success
and PR efforts on their website and social media. To draw even more attention, they could advertise on
college campuses because of the large number of colleges in Boston, if focusing on these younger travelers.
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Providence Airport
Providence Airport is a public international airport located in Warwick rhode Island. The airport opened in
1931and is named after Rhode Island's long term senator Theodore Francis Green. Under the Federal Aviation
Administration the airport is categorized as a small hub primary commercial service facility.
Much like any other Airport website, Providence Airport lacks an individuality. Providence Airport or T.F.
Green Airport, uses their website solely to keep passengers up to date on flight information and booking
details. Although this is helpful for users T.F. Green Airport loses its identity in the preses. The only mission
statement published by T.F. Green Airport comes from the Police Department, it reads, “The mission of the
Rhode Island Airport Police Department is to serve all passengers, visitors, and employees within our
jurisdiction with respect, fairness, and compassion. We are committed to aviation safety and security,
prevention of crime and the protection of life and property, the preservation of peace, order and safety, the
enforcement of local, state and federal law, and federal security directives”. Although this mission statement is
effective in the sense that it comforts consumers and ensures their safety, it does not give consumers any
insight into T.F. Green Airport believes.
The T.F. Green Airport Instagram gives consumers an insight into the Airport and helps to uncover the story
behind what they believe in. Many of the images used on the T.F. Green Airport instagram page are ones that
showcase travelers and the T.F. Green Airport employees. Much of their messaging is used to thank
employees, espasaly police officers, for their service. This messaging is effective because it shows a sense of
community within a larger company.
Despite T.F. Green Airport effective messaging on their Instagram account, the T.F. Green Airport Facebook
account is lacking important messaging that could help build their identity. For example, T.F. Green Airport is
not taking advantage of the “About” tab on their Facebook page. Currently the page can provide consumers
with information such as hours and flight info. Although that information is important T.F. Green Airport does
not take advantage of the “our story” section. The only information listed under this section is what airlines are
affiliated with the airport. This is a missed opportunity for T.F. Green Airport because they should use this
section to talk about the Airports background, how it came to be and beliefs that they have.
T.F. Green Airport identity is shown through their social media platforms and the material they post. Although
the Airport lacks a clear individuality, through the usage of a mission or position statement, the pictures and
text they post helps to brand recognition. T.F. Green Airport does an excellent job of keeping its customers
and passengers up to date on the latest information possible. In order to bring awareness to the community,
this is all done on their social media platforms. Besides the airport’s website, they use their Instagram,
Facebook, and Twitter. On their website, they are constantly updating their flights from arrivals to departures.
This keeps the consumers up to date with ongoing updates going on at the airport. Under their flight dropdown menu, it consists of arrivals,’ book now’, destination videos, departures, airlines, flight schedules, New
England Patriots, travel tips, and FAQ’s. When viewing the website's ‘Get Here’ tab, the airport makes it clear
of transportation on where to park, where to go when arriving (depending on which airline), and the rest of
one's transportation needs. The 'parking', 'terminal', and 'corporate' drop-down sections are easy and fast to
use exactly like the first few tabs. This makes it accessible for the viewer to navigate swiftly and easily. On the
airport’s Instagram, they make it friendly, fun, and easy to go about.
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Throughout their Instagram, you will notice that they make it very personal, loving, and happy. With only 386
posts, 1,500 followers, and three highlights, they do a pretty good job of connecting with their small audience.
The airport can go above and beyond with creating advertisements and using hashtags to create a more above
and beyond social media portfolio. One example is below from April 18, 2020. This is due to the recent COVID19 pandemic going on as of April 2020. The company does a great job of joining with its audience by showing
everyone how TF Green Airport is helping out. This makes the audience happy knowing that their airport is
supporting their local healthcare providers. With over 20 thousand likes, Facebook is their most popular form of
social media. The airport’s Facebook connects to Instagram which makes it easy to navigate and follow. On the
right side of their Facebook, automatically one will notice the address, phone number, website, popular hours,
and the hours the airport is open from.
This page was created on August 25, 2009, and has grown during the years. Over 700,000 Facebook users have
checked in. Lastly, their second strongest outlet of social media is Twitter. For a small airport, they have over
2,000 followers. The airport’s Twitter is also connected to their Instagram. T.F. Green does not create many
hashtags. Although, on Twitter from April 7, 2020, this post was not connected to their Instagram. The post used
many hashtags which also involved the Girl Scouts of America. this is an excellent example of one of their
strong social media tactics. On T.F. Green’s website, one can scroll over to the media section which has all the
latest news from COVID-19, to any year that one would like to take a closer look at. This section can go as far
back as 2009.
On April 3, 2019, this is one example of their many press releases over the years that the airport has sent out.
Thie press release was in regard to their Master Plan which was last updated in 2002. As a small airport located in
Warwick, Rhode Island, they have rebranded themselves over the years tremendously. In 2017, the T.F. Green
was named the official airport for the New England Patriots. In 2018, the airport was named in Money.com ‘s
These Are The 15 Best Airports in the U.S., Ranked. T.F. Green was ranked number six out of eighteen. The
company received an 82% tile for on-time arrivals. Yet again, in 2019, the airport was rated one of the best
airports from cntraveler.com ( The Best Airports in the U.S.: 2019 Reader’s Choice Awards). Something that the
company can improve on is connecting more with their customers. As the official airports for the New England
Patriots, the airport is able to have many connections. With that being said, they are able to bring more
awareness to the airport by having meet and greets with the team, giveaways, contests with local influencers,
new dining experiences (that are quick and easy) and other fun activities for families and kids to do while waiting
to board their planes. Tactics like these can help T.F. Green improved their overall brand and reputation in the
Warwick area.
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PRIMARY RESEARCH
This survey was created to reach one of Bradley’s many target publics, college students. The
research material can be distributed to the colleges and universities in the immediate and
surrounding area: Asnuntuck Community College, Trinity College, University of Hartford,
Manchester Community College, University of Connecticut, Quinnipiac University. It is important
to collect this data to then apply it towards our objectives and strategies to ensure overall
effectiveness.

Bradley Airport - College Student Survey
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PROBLEM/OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT
Problem/Opportunity Statement

There is an opportunity to increase awareness and positive sentiment through multiple
partnerships that will build upon Bradley’s reputation.

Problem

Lack of individuality
Lack of awareness that Bradley is a good option / exists
Lack of security

Opportunity

Proximity
Partnerships
With local businesses (hotels, casinos to combine deals)
Increase security
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TARGET PUBLICS
In this plan, we want to focus mainly on the business traveler, leisure traveler and
college traveler. Our aim is to turn them into loyal customers who will fly out of the
airport whenever they need to travel.

BUSINESS FLYERS

Typically 25-55 years old, middle class/upper middle class. The goal is to attract
business flyers back to Bradley for future leisure and business trips. Business travelers's
flights are usually booked by their company or are based on proximity to their location
of choice.

LEISURE TRAVELERS

Typically aged 25-50 years old and live in surrounding areas of the airport. Some of
them are younger and looking to go on vacation or travel in a quick and easy fashion.
On the other hand some of them are business flyers that want to also utilize the airport
for leisure travel. Those who fall into this category are financially sound and most have
families.

COLLEGE STUDENTS

These travelers are aged 18-23 and go to colleges in areas surrounding Bradley. These
students would be using the airport to fly back and forth from school to home. Most
college students are not financially stable which means most tickets for them would be
purchased by family members. We want the students to use our shuttle services for
easy transportation to the airport and an overall easy experience using the airport.

SECONDARY PUBLICS

For our secondary publics, we want to focus on local business, CT officials, and
residents.They will aid in spreading the awareness of the airport and will help
encourage positive attitudes towards it.
Sports teams
Local businesses: in the surrounding Windsor Locks area
Internal: CAA Employees ,Bradley Employees
Competitors: LaGuardia, Boston-Logan, Providence
CT Officials (senators, the governor)
Windsor Locks Residents
CT Police Department
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Who is a Bradley Business Flyer?
Below is a list of characteristics of a hypothetical Bradley Airport
flyer. In creating a hypothetical persona, it is easy to identify
qualities of a specific target public. This is a quick and effective
exercise that highlights what certain publics deem important and
how you can incorporate the various personas into a campaign.
Pam represents the business flyer demographic.

Pam O’Ryan

Marketing Executive
$100,000+
45, white, married
Working mom (2 kids)
Resides: Cheshire, CT
Values: efficiency, family, eco-friendly, mental health awareness
Friendly, confident, caring
Involved in community
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GOAL STATEMENT
The goal of our campaign for Bradley International Airport is to
increase awareness and positive sentiment amongst travelers.
Awareness among business travelers
Positive sentiment among business travelers
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OBJECTIVES
Objective 1: Increase Bradley Airport brand awareness and
ticket sales by 15% by the year 2021.
As identified in the S.W.O.T. Analysis, one of the threats to Bradley Airport is the lack of awareness
travelers have for the brand. Building this awareness will lead to a growth in sales and traffic through
the airport. This objective is designed to make Connecticut and the surrounding area, aware of the
benefits traveling through Bradley Airport comes with. If more people are aware of these positive
benefits, leisure and business travelers will be more likely to choose the small, efficient airport for
travel in the future. Through this objective, it will be important to not only make various target
publics conscious of the airport, but also of the amenities it has to offer. This can be executed
through a series of events and partnerships.

Objective 2: Increase social media presence by 15% by the year
2021.
The idea to increase social media presence was identified in the S.W.O.T analysis as an opportunity
for Bradley Airport. Social media holds a wide variety of audiences that can be reached for free. In
other words, social media is a great advertising tool for Bradley to utilize and reach audiences that
they may have never even thought of. Social media has the ability to advertise Bradley Airport to not
only local users but to people across the country and world. Each social media platform (Instagram,
Twitter, Facebook, etc) holds its own audiences that contain different demographics which makes it
important for Bradley to expand its presence on every platform. Social media presence creates brand
awareness which ultimately leads to a positive reputation. Most great companies in today’s society
have various forms of social media where they engage with customers.
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COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES
Objective 1: Increase Bradley Airport brand awareness and ticket
sales by 15% by the year 2021.
Strategy 1: Develop strategic partnerships.
Partnering with local businesses and organizations can help draw in a new client base. Customers rely
on the opinions of businesses they trust and use often. If they see a business or brand partner with
Bradley Airport, they may be more likely to travel with the airport. Customers also love convenience.
These partnerships can lead to ‘bundle’ deals with other businesses, which would drive flyers to
Bradley and increase sales.

Strategy 2: Organize sponsored events.
Events can spread brand awareness and place positive sentiment with a brand. When a consumer
enjoys an event they attend or walks away with a memorable experience, they connect the brand that
hosted the event to positive memories. It is important to make meaningful events to show all that
Bradley has to offer, spread the airport’s name and increase sales.

Strategy 3: Forge relationships with publics and regional news
fmedia.
It’s important to build strong relationships with the media, as they are a key way to spread positive
information about the airport and its efforts. It is a hope that as the media shares positive, newsworthy
information, more people will be drawn to the airport and choose to fly in and out of Bradley. As the
media shares information to the public, previous flyers must be aware of the current initiatives,
catered to them.
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Objective 2: Increase social media presence by 15% by the year
2021.
Strategy 1: Increase social media engagement.
Part of increasing social media presence is making sure that your audience is actually engaging
with the material you are posting. That’s why the number one way to increase social media
presence is to also increase social media engagement. It is important that Bradley is utilizing all
social media platforms and paying attention to engagement rates. Engagement rates are easily
measured by likes, comments and views. In order to increase social media engagement it is
important that content is posted constantly on each platform; it is suggested that each platform
contain at least one post a week. The more an account posts, the greater chance for engagement.
Engagement means not only audiences interacting with Bradley’s content but Bradley engaging
with its users by replying back and private messaging.
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TIMELINE
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TACTICS
Tactics for developing strategic partnerships:
A large part of achieving an increase of awareness of Bradley International Airport is to create
partnerships with businesses in the area. This is a great way to expand the ability to connect with
customers. In order to have valuable partnerships, it is important to think about why people are using
the airport. Where are they coming from? Where are they going? Why? Creating strategic
partnerships with places that can enhance travelers' experiences at the airport are the most
beneficial.

Shuttle services to/from airport
One of the most difficult parts of an airport experience is getting to and from the airport, especially for
college students who do not have their own vehicle. The ‘Bradley Flyer’ is a semi-express bus
service from Hartford to Bradley, already in place for travelers in Hartford. However, we challenge
you to expand that reach to some of the many colleges and universities in the surrounding area.
Schools such as Quinnipiac and Yale have a shuttle system that brings students to places such as the
New Haven train station, and other local parts of Connecticut. By creating a relationship with the
shuttle services, it would be easier to organize a stop from the schools to Bradley Airport. This will
create a similar option to ‘The Bradley Flyer’ for college students. With a transportation service to and
from schools, students will be more likely to fly out of Bradley because they will have easier access to
it.

Work with college teams
Many professional and college teams have loyalty to certain airports. The University of Connecticut’s
women’s basketball team has a large following. If Bradley airport builds a relationship with them to
promote Bradley as the team's “official airport,” it will attract attention from the public. This will show
the variety of destinations the airport flys to, as UConn travels throughout the country during the
season. THis partnership can exapand to social media as well. Through the Make Bradley Your Home
Base Campaign, players on the team can make sponsored posted, explaining why they
#ChooseBradley. A sample caption for a player might be, "Make Bradley Your Home Base · I fly
constantly. Whether it's during March Madness or to head to South Bend to play the Fighting Irish, I
want to fly with an airport I can trust. That's why I #ChooseBradley✈" Refer to the appendix for a
mock post. Working with college teams can also appease the college student who may travel to
UConn play or choose Bradley as a way to fly home on break. Because the team is a large group,
Bradley may be able to offer group ticket pricing to further entice them.
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Make a ‘bundle’ deal with the local casinos

Connecticut is in close proximity to several casinos. For example, MGM casino is across the
Massachusetts border in Springfield. A ‘bundle’ could be created to include pricing for a flight, hotel
room and a credit to the casino. Many people go on group trips to casinos, so they are looking for
easy options that do not further complicate their plans. By offering this ‘bundle,’ it gives people an
option that makes it simple to get a plane ticket, a place to stay and find something to do all in one
step. Many people are also attracted to deals like this and will spread the word about it to their friends,
which can lead to more sales.

Paid social media advertisements
Paid posts on social media can be generated to reach specific audiences. Through the above
partnerships with various local businesses and people, it will be effective to target different publics
with paid advertisements. Instagram will be the most desired platform to use as it is incredibly
visual and will serve as a great tool.
These paid advertisements will contribute to the overall campaign. Refer to the appendix for
sample posts that can be generated for each audience.
Each post will revolve around the “Make Bradley Your Home Base” slogan and use the
#ChooseBradley, but depending on the influencer, will reach a different group of people. The
location for the reach of each post will be set for Connecticut and it will be targeted towards but
male and females. As the campaign goes on, you can measure the effectiveness and expand the
reach to Instagram users in other states and broader interests.
Below are examples of accounts associated with the above partnerships that will be effective in
messaging.
Members of the University of Connecticut Women’s Basketball Team:@BreannaStewart30,
@katielou
Interests: sports, travel, college
Age: 15-29
MGM Springfield Casinos @mgmspringfield
Interests: gambling, travel, deals, entertainment, casinos, hotels
Age: 35-65
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Tactics for organized sponsored events:
Each of the following tactics under the ‘sponsored events’ strategy, reaches a different target
public and demographic. The strategy will attract business travelers, families and college
students in the local area with events that will encourage them to fly out of Bradley.

Host a cocktail hour
To reach middle-aged travelers, Bradley will sponsor cocktail hours at local popular bars and
restaurants in the surrounding area of the airport. The goal of these cocktail hours is to attract
new flyers throughout three major cities in Connecticut which are highly populated and reach
the target demographic: Hartford, Stamford and New Haven. The bars and lounges in each
location were selected based on the location, rating and amenities: ‘Side Bar’ in Hartford,
‘Barcelona Wine Bar’ in Stamford, and Olives and Oil in New Haven. The event will be called
‘Drinks in the Sky hosted by Bradley International Airport.’ One of the aspects of the cocktail
hour will be a specialty drinks menu including drinks with creative names such as the “Love the
Journey Martini,” “Hop on a Plane Paloma,” the “My Flight got Delayed” painkiller, and “Parking is
a Bay Breeze.” The Bradley Airport cocktail hours will be promoted on Bradley’s social channels
and signage will be created and placed inside the bar locations leading up to and during the
event. There will be a two week countdown on social, revealing the different drink names and
other amenities, including the “Be a Guest at Bradley” club. This will be a rewards system for
frequent flyers at the airport, who will gain access to various amenities, cocktail hour being one
of the included. The cocktail hour will also be promoted in the 'Best of Bradley' newsletter. Refer
to the appendix for a sample newsletter design. And on the day of the event, there will be
coasters distributed, sporting the Bradley Airport brand. Refer to the appendix for a sample
coaster design.
In the same middle-aged demographic, Bradley is trying to reach business travelers specifically
and make them fly through the airport on a more frequent basis. Business travelers tend to stay in
the area for a short period of time and may not know anyone in the area or know of anything to
do. The Sheraton Hotel is located in close distance to Bradley Airport and can be the perfect
location for another sponsored cocktail hour. This event will be specific to people who fly or
have flown through Bradley. The goal is to make flyers who are unfamiliar with the area feel
comfortable and welcomed to Windsor Locks, so they are likely to choose the airport again.
Each cocktail hour will be in conjunction to 'Make Bradley Your Home Base'.
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Bradley Buddies’ meet and greet

At Bradley International Airport, there is a therapy dog program. This program helps to
ease the flyers’ anxiety and bring a smile to everyone’s face; the dogs visit and greet
travelers at various times during the week, usually at the airport’s busiest travel periods.
This is a big selling point that flyrs may not be aware of. The therapy dogs show that the
airport cares about more than just flights and the “Bradley Buddies Meet and Greet” will
be a great way to showcase that. The “Bradley Buddies” will travel to local schools as a
part of the “Bradley Buddies Meet and Greet” campaign. The dogs will walk through the
halls of local schools and flyers will be distributed to children prior to each visit. Around
their neck will hang a 'Bradley Buddies' bandana. Refer to the appendix for a mock-up
design. This can be promoted on social and include pictures of the dogs in the schools
with the students.

‘College Night’ in New Haven
In coordination with the objective to raise sales and build brand awareness, the final
Bradley sponsored event will be focused towards college students. New Haven is a
highly populated area and attracts students from colleges all over Connecticut. In New
Haven, they host a “College Night” where students attend, shop, receive student
discounts and enjoy live music and food. Bradley Airport can host a “pop-up” station
here. Various shops and food from the airport can showcase what they offer. For
example, ‘Gineva Murano Glass Jewelry’, ‘Benefit Cosmetics’ and ‘Store 47’ can place
some signature items for sale. ‘Two Roads Tap Room’ can sample beer, ‘Inmotion’ can
showcase technology and ‘Travelmart’ can sell signature mugs and Connecticut apparel.
A voucher for student discounts on select flights can also be distributed with each
purchase. ‘College Night’ will be promoted on the Bradley International Website and on
the New Haven Town website. Communication will also be conducted with the colleges
in the surrounding New Haven area. Flyers, social posts and coordination with event
organizers and universities can also spread the word about the event. Refer to "College
Night Flier" in the Appendix.
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Tactics to forge relationships with publics and regional news media:
The following tactics will keep the media and public notified of the exciting offerings presented by Bradley.

Build a task force
Within the Bradley Airport team, it is important to designate a team of people to build press releases and media
kits of important information. These people can generate written materials about newsworthy content in
relation to the airport and distribute the documents to various media reporters. This task force will be the point
of contact to outlets such as the Hartford Guardian Magazine, CT Now, Greenwich Time, WSHU FM 91.1,
Connecticut Post, WPKN FM 89.5 and the Windsor Locks Journal. This group will place the media as their
primary concern to ensure a positive relationship. For example, they will be in charge of inviting the media to
any Bradley sponsored events or groundbreaking updates within the facilities.

Media relations
It is important to form a good relationship with the media and the press. In order to do this, Bradley Airport
should plan to hold regularly scheduled press conferences and have press releases readily available to
distribute. It is important to communicate and build relationships with the media so they will cover the airport
and its events. Refer to the appendix for sample press releases that announce events, partnerships, or news that
the press should be informed about. Especially during the time of COVID-19, it is important to be available at all
times to answer any questions the media might have.

#ChooseBradley
#ChooseBradley is an initiative in conjunction with the ‘Make Bradley Your Home Base’ campaign. Across all
social platforms, encourage users to comment and post about why they #ChooseBradley. Refer to the
appendix for sample posts that demonstrate how we recommend influencers and brand partners to engage
with the hashtag. The hashtag will serve as a place for all the positive sentiments travelers post to live. Bradley
Airport’s social platforms can then interact with the hashtag in replying to and reposting stand-out statements
from consumers.

Create messaging for travelers
Evolving relationships with business travelers is important for Bradley Airport to flourish. In order to maintain a
relationship with consumers, Bradley Airport must increase its outreach. This will help build the relationship
between the brand and the consumers as well as help with brand recognition. The increased messages being
sent to travelers will contain information that is relevant to them. This will be accomplished by creating tactical
messages that frequent flyers will want to know and will help them feel more connected to the brand.
An example of proper messaging is the use of a monthly newsletter. Once travelers fly through Bradley, they
will be automatically signed up for “Bradley’s Best”. This tactic will engage and inform previous flyers of the
'best' events, experiences and information happening for the month. Having all of this information in one place
will allow previous flyers to see what Bradley's initiatives and hopefully incline them to choose Bradley for
future travels. The newsletter will differ from the “Love the Journey Blog,” as it won’t include all news about the
airport, but just the most important take-aways flyers should have for the month. It will also remind previous
flyers that the airport remembers the customer and their needs, and reinforces that an experience with Bradley
is not just a one time transaction.Refer to the appendix for a sample front cover of the newsletter.
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Tactics to increase social media engagement :

As previously mentioned, increasing social media engagement is an important aspect of increasing the
overall social media presence of a brand. The following are sample tactics that are believed to work best
for Bradley Airport to both increase the social media engagement and presence.

Giveaways
Giveaways usually happen on Instagram and are a great way to produce engagement on this platform. The
standard outline for a giveaway is Bradley Airport presents a product (item or service) and instructs users
to like and comment two of their friends' accounts. And after an allotted amount of time a winner is
randomly selected.The outline can vary and require users to follow other accounts, comment a funny
caption or experience or, for example, use the #ChooseBradley. In utilizing the giveaway tactic, Bradley
can partner with other companies and or brand influencers. This tactic can be used at any time but the
following ways are suggested to create the most engagement rates and reach the specific goals.
One of Bradley’s goals is to promote to business travelers that the airport can also accommodate leisurely
travel and activities. One of the giveaways suggested would occur around the same time of Bradley’s
“Drinks in the Sky” event. During this time, Bradley will be doing a countdown to the event and this
particular giveaway would be revealed in one of the posts. The giveaway would include a “drink for free
pass” and a “night at the Sheraton Hotel.’ In other words, the winner will be given free drinks all night with
a place to stay for the night all for free. This giveaway would be geared more towards business travelers.
Another giveaway to promote leisure travel will be in partnership with Ifly luggage and Patchology. Both
of these companies have a greater social media presence than Bradley, which gives Bradley the chance to
gain more brand awareness. Ifly is a luggage company that has 40.6K followers on Instagram. Bradley
could include a piece of luggage in a giveaway, which would drive people towards the Ifly brand and vice
versa. Patchology is a skincare company that has 23.8K followers and has skin care packages for traveling.
Skincare is the best way to promote relaxation while traveling and relaxed travel aligns with Bradley’s
values. In the same way the Ifly brand would help Bradley, the Patchology brand would do the same. The
second giveaway would include Patchology skincare products.

Brand influencers
Partnering with people who have already gained a following is a great way to promote the airport. The
benefits of using influencers are not limited to the large following they have; their audiences trust them
and have respect for them and the products they promote. Using people like this to be brand influencers
for Bradley is a great way to advertise the airport to niche audiences that can contain up to millions of
people depending on the influencer. Influencers, aside from compensation, can be paid with trade offs of
free items and/or plane tickets. While brand influencers can be used on different social media platforms,
this plan will focus on Instagram and YouTube. Bradley expressed wanting to expand their YouTube
channel. This can be done by posting more content and doing collaborations with other YouTubers. The
following ideas for brand influencers reflect Bradley’s goals.
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Instagram

One influencer on Instagram that would be a good fit for Bradley is the University of Connecticut’s
women’s basketball team. The official page for UWBT has 128K followers and players individually
have more followers than this. They also have very local and loyal fans that trust their opinions. The
idea would be to get the team to use Bradley Airport for all its travel needs and every time they come
to the airport they post about it.
There is also a section on Instagram called IGTV that allows users to make long-form videos. It would
be great to have the team document their travels through Bradley or review their experiences
afterwards. IGTV videos tend to have high engagement rates, which could make this a great way to
spread brand awareness. Having the player post individually also allows for the post to reach a
different audience. Based on followers and engagement these are the UConn women's players that
Bradley should focus on: Breanna Stewart (200K followers), Katie Samuelson (123K followers), and
Oliva Ododa (67.1K followers). Refer to the appendix for sample posts using a few of these key
players.
Smaller brand influencers such as ones that have 10K+ followers, can also be useful to advertise
Bradley on Instagram. These smaller influencers should have content that is related to traveling and
live near or around Bradley Airport. Bradley could either pay them or give them something to post
about the airport. Having smaller brand influencers is also important because these accounts usually
have very high engagement rates, sometimes higher engagement rates than those with large
following.

Youtube

In order for Bradley Airport to expand its presence on YouTube, they should partner with a YouTube
Influencer. This influencer should make a vlog while traveling in the airport and post it to YouTube.
Bradley can either use an influencer that is into business or one that is more into just leisure travel.
Either way they should vlog while in the airport and maybe even attend an event hosted by the
Airport.
Influencers that can be utilized for leisure travel include:
‘DamonAndJo’: This channel is run by a woman and her boyfriend who are originally from
Connecticut. They go back and forth often and it would be perfect if they could make a vlog about
Bradley Airport when they are leaving Connecticut. They have 1.2 million subscribers on YouTube
and good engagement rates.
Influencers that can be utilized for business travel include:
‘Katherout’: This channel is run by a woman who travels a lot for her job. She has 123K subscribers
on YouTube and it would be a great idea if she vlogged her experience at Bradley and attended the
business related activities that have been mentioned above.
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#ChooseBradley
We have decided to create a hashtag that will be put in all of our social posts and that we can have our
different partners use. This way, we can guarantee a smooth message throughout all of our posts.
#ChooseBradley encourages those to choose an airport that provides great service to their
customers and keeps them coming back. This hashtag is tied to our slogan, "Make Bradley Your
Home Base." When people #ChooseBradley, they are choosing safety, reliability, and a place that
values your wants and needs. Refer to the appendix to see how we've used #ChooseBradley in our
sample social media posts.

Holiday Postings
Posting around holidays or days special to the airport is an important part of social media. During holidays you
can use certain hashtags that will get your content to more people. It is important to post during times where
travel is popular to gain the most traction and relevancy. High travel times include Christmas, Thanksgiving,
Easter, Spring Break, and colder months when everyone is going on vacation. Besides official holidays, it is also
important to consider posting on "National... Day" For example, posting on National Pet Day has strong
relevancy to the Bradley Airport Brand and the Bradley Buddies Program. These are not only ways to promote
the airport but directly interact with customers. Below are suggestions for Bradley to follow this format.

Christmas- 12 days of Christmas. Take pictures of travels on their way to fly back home for Christmas.
This can also be a good time to do a giveaway of different things specifically for instagram followers.
Advertise this during the month of December. You can also repost customers photos in or at the airport
when they use the hashtag #12daysofchristmas.
Thanksgiving: Announce you will be handing out free snacks and goods around this time to get into the
mood for Thanksgiving. Promote this a week before Thanksgiving.
Easter: Have an Easter egg hunt within the airport. Promote this idea a week before Easter and post
pictures of flyers with their eggs. If customers want to post pictures have them use the hashtag
#easteratbradley
Spring Break/ colder months: Have customers post their photos on their way to their vacations using
the hashtag #shareyourvacation. Promote this starting in the winter months up until spring break. This
can be promoted by Bradley posting on Instagram from a tropical place and say that customers who
post photos should hashtag shareyour vacation. Offer a free tropical drink at the bar for those who post
with that hashtag.

Content Calander

Creating a content calendar is an effective way to manage social media postings. In order to increase social
media engagement Bradley should post on Instagram at least three times a week. For other social media
platforms Bradley should post at least once a week. Posting days for each platform can vary weekly.
Content calendars should be broken down by week and created month by month. Posts that are planned
on the calendar should include photos/ videos and text that is going to be included. Being able to plan out
content makes it easier and quicker and allows for you to see what your feed will look like. It’s especially
useful for months when you are posting a lot of content around the holidays and special events. Refer to
the appendix for a sample content calendar.
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EVALUATION
Evaluation is crucial to examine. Through the following suggestions, members of Bradley Airport can
measure the success of the campaign. This will allow you to determine which tactics were effective
and which need more attention in the future.

Passenger Survey
Following a customer’s experience at Bradley International Airport, they will have an option to
complete a customer experience survey. In terms of how this data can be collected, we can do it in
two different ways. The first way is an interception survey. We can take a random sampling of
passengers coming off of their flights. The second way is virtually. After arrival, customers can get the
survey sent to their email where they can complete it on their own time.
The goal of this survey is to help identify travel patterns and/or why passengers choose to fly with
Bradley. This can be used to then adjust strategies to help better achieve objectives.

Social Media Analytics
In order to track social media engagement, we need to utilize different tools to track clicks, replies,
and other things. Both Twitter and Instagram have built-in software that helps you see engagement
for individual posts and your overall profile.

Instagram

If you are a business profile, you can see how many people have visited your profile in the past seven
days. You can also analyze your audience. Are they male or female? How old are they? As for
individual posts, you can see what your reach was, as well as engagement. You can see how many
people saw, liked, commented, shared, or saved your post. The same applies to interactions with
Instagram stories.

Twitter

On Twitter, you can analyze engagement with every tweet. By clicking the “Analytics” button, you can
see the impressions of the tweet. Twitter has a separate site, analystics.twitter.com, to help with
tracking followers, tweet activity, and Twitter cards. These dashboards are designed to boost and
measure your company’s impact on Twitter.
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Third-Party analytics

Since we also want to use other sites such as YouTube, Facebook and LinkedIn there are a number
of sites that provide dashboards for social media engagement tracking. One of the most popular
options is Hootsuite. This is an easy-to-use site that does all the tracking for you. You can share
posts on multiple platforms, engage with your audience, track your ROI’s, assign team members
tasks, and follow competitor activity. Hootsuite is a great way to ensure seamless branding across
all platforms at once. This way, you can know that your messaging is the same everywhere and you
can post all from one place.
For a team plan, Hootsuite costs $129 per month. This includes custom analytics as well as reports
that puts all the information together into one place. This also allows you to boost your posts with
an ad spend limit of $2,000 per month.

Google Analytics
To track overall brand image, Google Analytics is a great (and free) tool that is used by many
companies to track traffic, interactions with your content, return on investment (ROI) and revenue.
This also lets you track your Google Ads and lets you see your audience’s demographics.
Overall, Google Analytics will help you get a better look at the big picture and overall, help see
what is and isn’t working for your brand.
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BUDGET
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APPENDIX
The following pages include mock designs and a collection of
necessary documents related to the campaign. They appear in
the order they are mentioned.
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CAA DUTIES AND POWERS
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CAA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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WINDSOR LOCKS TOWN EMPLOYEE DIRECTORY
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MOCK SOCIAL POSTS FOR PARTNERSHIPS WITH
INFLUENCERS AND BRANDS
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SAMPLE NEWSLETTER
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SAMPLE COASTER DESIGN FOR 'DRINKS IN THE SKY' EVENT
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BRADLEY'S BUDDIES MOCK UP BANDNAS
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MOCK UP POSTER DESIGN FOR COLLEGE NIGHT IN NEW HAVEN
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SAMPLE PRESS RELEASE

###
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SAMPLE PRESS RELEASE

###
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CLIENT FEEDBACK SURVEY-EVALUATION
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CONTENT CALENDAR EXAMPLE
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